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Abstract— In this paper we compare several channel estimation
algorithms in the case of LTE (Long Term Evolution) System
when applied in a high mobility environment. In particular,
we propose a novel algorithm, based on the observation of
OFDM block energy, to perform a semi-blind tracking of the
channel between pilot blocks. This algorithm is compared to more
traditional approaches based on 1D estimation and interpolation.
In addition, an Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm is used
to improve the overall channel estimation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

3GPP Long-Term Evolution is the beyond 3G system in
3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project), which represents
the next step toward 4G. LTE’s goal is to provide a higher data
rate, a lower latency and an increased capacity of wireless
data networks. One of LTE’s requirements is the ability to
maintain the connection with a high speed moving mobile
terminal (up to 350 km/h). LTE is considered to be a good
candidate for vehicular applications. The concept of ”LTE
connected cars” [1] is already being tested. LTE is also
proposed as a 4G alternative to the ”Global System for Mobile
communication Railway” (GSM-R) currently used for Railway
mobile communications [2].

LTE uses orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access
(OFDMA) as an access technology in Downlink.In wireless
systems, channels are usually highly frequency selective.It is
well known that frequency selectivity can cause inter-symbol
interference (ISI), which may result in a severe capacity
lost. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
provides a low-complexity solution to handle the ISI issue.
OFDM is a digital multi-carrier modulation method. It can be
seen as decomposing the spectrum of the frequency selective
channel into narrow-band parallel sub-channels called sub-
carriers. These sub-carriers experience almost flat fading,
which simplifies the channel equalization process.

In OFDM systems, the whole knowledge of the channel
is required for coherent detection and decoding. In order to
perform channel estimation, pilot signals are sent over a few
OFDM symbols of the LTE Downlink frame. These pilots
are distributed over a limited number of sub-carriers. Channel
estimation on pilot OFDM symbols can be obtained using
standard OFDM channel estimation techniques. However, the
estimation process is not obvious for OFDM symbols that do
not carry pilots. This is especially the case for rapidly time

varying channels impacting high speed mobile terminals, e.g.,
high speed trains.

Several techniques have been proposed for the channel
estimation in LTE OFDM system. In [3], the least square
(LS) estimator was used to obtain the channel impulse re-
sponse at the pilot symbol, the authors propose to estimate
a down-sampled channel impulse response to reduce the ill-
conditioned LS matrix effect typical to LTE systems. Indeed,
many LTE sub-carriers do not carry any data, leading to ill-
conditioned LS matrix. When the channel statistics are known,
a linear minimum mean square (LMMSE) error can be used
[4], [5]. The LMMSE achieves better performance than the LS
algorithm and it does not suffer from ill-conditioned matrices.
However, it presents a higher complexity and it requires the
knowledge of the second order channel statistics. Several
interpolation techniques are proposed in [6] for the case of
one-dimensional estimations (1D). A 2D MMSE estimation
can also be performed [7]. This method uses the statistical
channel information in the frequency domain and in the time
domain in order to perform the 2D estimation. In [8] several
2D interpolation techniques that are less complex than 2D
MMSE are presented.

In this paper, we propose a two-stage technique for estimat-
ing the LTE channel. The first stage consists of implementing
a 1D time domain estimation of the channel over the pilot
OFDM symbols, and the second stage performs the channel
tracking between pilot OFDM symbols using interpolation.
The interpolation is either a linear interpolation if no further
information on the channel is available, or an MMSE-based
interpolation if the channel statistics are known. Furthermore,
we propose a novel channel tracking technique, based on the
observation of the power of the received OFDM symbols.
The power variation between two received OFDM symbols
is mainly due to time variations of the channel. The channel
estimates on the pilot OFDM symbols and the high correlation
between the different sub-carriers at a given time allow the
channel tracking between pilot OFDM symbols. Finally, in
order to improve the estimation, an iterative estimator based
on Expectation Maximization (EM) [9] is implemented. This
estimator uses the soft outputs, i.e., the output a posteriori
probabilities (APPs), of the decoder to refine the estimation
results and to improve the bit error rate (BER).

The current paper is organized as follows. Section II de-



scribes the general system model in the LTE downlink. Section
III presents the two-stage algorithm with different interpolation
techniques. In section IV, the power-based channel tracking
method is introduced. Section V provides an overview of the
EM algorithm to be used. Simulation results of the various
estimation algorithms are given in Section VI. Finally, Section
VII draws some conclusions.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Coded OFDM system

For the system model, we consider a Bit Interleaved Coded
Modulation (BICM) OFDM system as shown in Fig.1. At the
transmitter side, channel coding is implemented on the data
bitsS. The encoded bitsC are scrambled using an interleaver,
before being mapped onto a QAM modulation symbol. Pilot
symbols are inserted within the generated QAM symbols. The
resulting signalX represents the frequency-domain signal to
be sent over the sub-carriers. It is the input of the OFDM
modulation block.The null sub-carriers are inserted by placing
zeros inX before the IFFT block. Thus,X has a length equal
to the total number of sub-carriersN .

The channel is considered to be a stationary time varying
multipath channel, havingL distinct taps. The channel impulse
response is represented ashm = [hm(0)...hm(l)...hm(L−1)],
wherem denotes the index of the OFDM symbol in the time
domain, andhm(l) the l-th channel coefficient, corresponding
to a l-sample delay. The channel taps are considered statis-
tically independent for different delay taps whereas channel
taps having the same delay are correlated with each others in
time. LetR be the autocorrelation of the channelh, we have:

R(|m− n|) = E [hm(l)hn(l)
∗] (1)

We consider a normalized square channel impulse response.
Thus, for m = n we haveR(0) = 1

L
for all delays l and

E [hm(l′)hn(l)
∗] = 0 for l 6= l′.

At the receiver, and after the fast Fourier transform (FFT)
operation, the received signal may be written as follows:

Ym = Diag(Hm)Xm +Wm (2)

whereYm is a vector of lengthN , Diag(Hm) is a diagonal
matrix havingHm as it is diagonal, whereHm is the FFT of
the channel impulse responsehm: Hm = Qthm, whereQt

is FFT matrix truncated to the length ofhm. The receiver is
supposed to be equipped with an iterative estimator that can
benefit from the soft output symbols of the decoder in order
to improve the final BER of the system.

B. Frame Structure in LTE Downlink

The LTE frame is partitioned into sub-frames of 1 ms
duration. Each of these sub-frames consists of 14 OFDM
symbols. Pilots are sent on 4 OFDM symbols within a single
sub-frame. When pilot symbols are inserted, they are evenly
distributed over all the available sub-carriers: One out of6
sub-carriers carry pilots. The first carrier carrying a pilot is
shifted by 3 sub-carriers between two consecutive pilot OFDM

symbols. Sub-carrier spacing is 15 kHz, the total number of
sub-carriersN is 512, among whichK = 300 sub-carriers are
used for transmission (both for pilots and data symbols). Fig.
2 shows LTE sub-frame for a single transmission Antenna.
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Fig. 2. A typical LTE sub-frame in 2D (Frequency/Time)

III. T WO-STAGE ESTIMATION ALGORITHM

In this section, we present a 2-stage estimation algorithm.
The first stage consists of a 1D estimation of the channels
over the pilot OFDM symbols using the pilot sub-carriers.
The second stage estimates the channel change between pilot
symbols using interpolation over the pilot channel estimates
already obtained on stage 1.

A. Stage one Estimation: Least Square/MMSE

We first use a least square (LS) estimation of the channel
at the pilot sub-carriers frequency. The estimation consists
of simply dividing the received symbols at the pilot sub-
carriers with the known pilot symbols. Letpu ∈ Sp where
Sp = {p1, p2, p3, p4} denotes the set of the time indices
corresponding to OFDM symbols where pilots are sent. The
LS estimation of the channel at the pilot sub-carrierkp is given
by:

Ĥpu
(kp) = Hpu

(kp) +Wpu
(kp)/Xpu

(kp), (3)

In order to estimate the channel between the pilot sub-
carriers we use the FFT interpolation. This interpolation
consists of estimating the channel impulse response in the
time-domain and then computing the channel estimates over
all sub-carriers using FFT. The time-domain estimation of the
channel can be performed using the minimum mean square
error (MMSE) estimator:

ĥpu
=

[

QH
tsQts +

σ2
w

R(0)
I

]

QH
tsĤpu

. (4)

Matrix Qts is the punctured FFT matrix that corresponds only
to the pilot sub-carriers. The frequency-domain estimate is
simply obtained by:

H̃pu
= Qĥpu

. (5)
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Fig. 1. Block Diagram for a Coded OFDM system with Iterative receiver [9]

B. Stage two Estimation: Interpolation

For OFDM symbols other than pilot OFDM symbols (n
n /∈ Sp), the channel impulse responsehn is estimated
by interpolating between the estimated channelsĥpu

. This
interpolation can be done in different ways, depending if the
channel autocorrelation vectorR is known at the receiver or
not.

1) Linear Interpolation: Linear interpolation (LI) is the
straightforward way to obtain the channel when the channel
statistics are not known. In this paper, we propose to use the
following interpolator:

ĥn,LI(l) =

∑4

u=1
ĥpu

(l)/|pu − n|
∑4

u=1
1/|pu − n|

, (6)

for all n /∈ Sp. With the interpolator in (6), the weight of
ĥpu

(l) is inversely proportional to the distance between the
time index of the channel to be estimatedn and the index of
the pilot symbolpu. The choice of the weights in (6) results
from the decreasing correlation of channels correspondingto
OFDM symbols when the time separating them is increasing.

2) MMSE Interpolation: When the channel autocorrelation
is known, we may use a more efficient interpolation based
on a linear MMSE. Linear MMSE interpolation (LMMSEI)
minimizes the mean square error between the outcome of the
linear interpolation and the actual channel tap. The channel
tap of delayl at time indexn is estimated using:

ĥn,LM (l) = aHn ĥP (l) (7)

where ĥP (l) is a vector representing the channel taps es-
timates of delayl at the various pilot symbols:̂hP (l) =
[ĥp1

(l) ĥp2
(l) ĥp3

(l) ĥp4
(l)]T . an is a vector that satisfies

the LMMSE criterion and minimizes the expression :

J = E
[(
hn(l)− aHn ĥP (l)

)(
hn(l)− aHn ĥP (l)

)∗
]

Thus,
aHn = CT

hnĥP
C−1

ĥP

. (8)

C
hnĥP

is the vector given by:

C
hnĥP

= E
[

hn(l)ĥP (l)
∗
]

= [R(|n− p1|)...R(|n− pi|)...]
T

C
ĥP

is a covariance matrix given by:

C
ĥP

= E
[

ĥP (l)ĥ
H
P (l)

]

.

C−1

ĥP

is independent ofn and l and can be computed and
stored in advance.C

hnĥP
is only dependent of the time index

n. Hence, for a symboln, the same vectoran is used for
interpolation over all tap delays.an is calculated only for
one subframe as the pilot structure does not change from one
subframe to another.

IV. CHANNEL TRACKING USING RECEIVED POWER

OBSERVATION

The changes of the channel impulse response in the time
domain will affect the power of the received OFDM symbols.
In the following we use the received power over individual
sub-carriers, in order to obtain an initial estimate of the
channel gain in the frequency domain. Then, the channel
tracking can be made by combining the information obtained
from the current channel gain and from the channel estimates
over pilot symbols.

Let Hn be the channel to be estimated, andĤpu
the channel

estimate on pilot symbolpu. The power of the received signal
PYn

(k) on sub-carrierk is given by:

PYn
(k) = |Hn(k)|

2PX(k) + σ2
W (k), (9)

wherePX(k) represents the power of the transmitted signal
Xn(k). The instantaneous power of the received signal is given
as:

|Yn(k)|
2 = |Hn(k)|

2|Xn(k)|
2 + |W (k)|2 + (10)

2|Hn(k)||Xn(k)||W (k)| cos(θHn,k + θXn,k − θW,k)

θHn,k, θXn,k, θW,k represent the phases ofHn(k), Xn(k), and
W (k), respectively.
To estimate the channel gain at time indexn and sub-carrier
k, we estimate the received signal power by the instantaneous
power P̂Y,n(k) = |Yn(k)|

2. Then we use the following
estimator:

|Ĥn(k)|
2 =

(
|Yn(k)|

2 − σ2
W (k)

)
/PX(k), (11)



The proposed channel gain estimator (11) is an unbiased
estimator. Assuming thatHn(k) follows a centered Gaussian
distribution with a normalized variance, one can express the
mean square error (MSE) of the channel gain estimator as:

MSE
( ˆ|Hn|

2)
(k) = 2

(

E
[
|X|4

]

P 2
X

− 1

)

+
1

SNR2(k)
+

2

SNR(k)
,

(12)
where SNR represents the signal to noise ratio given by
SNR = PX

σ2

W

. From (12) we can see that there are 2 factors
affecting the channel’s gain estimation, one factor is related to
the channel noise and it is represented by the terms involving
the SNR, the other factor is the type of modulation used

and it is represented by the termFm = 2

(
E[|X|4]

P 2

X

− 1

)

.

This indicates that the estimator will perform the best when
a single-level modulation is used (e.g., QPSK or 8-PSK) as
Fm = 0 in this case. However, when a multi-level modulation
is used (e.g., 16-QAM or 64-QAM) the channel gain estimator
performance is degraded asFm increases.

The next step in the channel tracking is to establish a
relationship between the channelhn to be estimated, and
the previously estimated channelhpu

at pilot symbolpu. We
model the channel variation ashn = hpu

+ en, whereen is a
variation vector. In the frequency domain, the relation between
the sub-carriers is given asHn(k) = Hpu

(k) +En(k), where
En = Qten.

Now we can develop the relationship between the channel
gain |Hn(k)|

2 and the channelHpu
estimated at time index

pu:

|Hn(k)|
2 = |Hpu

(k)|2 + |En(k)|
2 (13)

+ 2Hpu,i(k)
(
Qt,i(k)en,r +Qt,r(k)en,i

)

+ 2Hpu,r(k)
(
Qt,r(k)en,r −Qt,i(k)en,i

)

where,Hpu,i = ℑ(Hpu
), Hpu,r = ℜ(Hpu

), en,i = ℑ(en),
en,r = ℜ(en), Qt,i = ℑ(Qt), Qt,r = ℜ(Qt), and Qt(k)
represents the rowk of the truncated FFT matrixQt.
All the terms in equation (13) are already estimated except for
the terms related toen.
One way to do the channel tracking is to compute the vector
en that minimizes

∑K

k=0
(|Hn|

2(k) − |Ĥn|
2(k))2. However,

this optimization problem is non-convex and it is complex to
solve.
Assuming that the channel variation|En|

2 is small and that
it can be neglected in equation (13), we can formulate the
following linear system:

O = 2
[
Diag(Hpu,i)Qt,i + Diag(Hpu,r)Qt,r

]
en,r

+ 2
[
Diag(Hpu,i)Qt,r − Diag(Hpu,r)Qt,i

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

MH,Q

en,i (14)

where the observationO = |Hn|
2−|Hpu

|2. In order to keep
tracking of the channel,en,r and en,i are estimated using an
MMSE estimator:

v̂en =

(

M̂T
H,QM̂H,Q +

σ2
O

σ2
e

)

M̂T
H,QÔ (15)

where ven = [en,r en,i]
T , M̂H,Q, and Ô are obtained by

replacingHpu
and |Hn|

2 by their respective estimates in the
system (14).σ2

O is approximated by the MSE given in (12) and
σ2
e depends on the associated speed and on|n−pu|. For a delay

of one OFDM symbol, i.e.,|n − pu| = 1, and for a terminal
moving with a velocity of 150 km/h,σ2

e can be calculated
using Clarck’s channel model to be equal6.5×10−3. Since the
algorithm is supposed to work without any a priori knowledge,
we use the valueσ2

e = 6.5 × 10−3 regardless of the moving
terminal’s speed.

V. EXPECTATION MAXIMIZATION ALGORITHM

To further improve the estimation, an Expectation Maxi-
mization (EM) algorithm is used. EM provides an iterative
estimation of the communication channel. It makes use of the
complete data setK = (Xm, Ym). In this case the estimation
is initialized with one of the previous mentioned estimators,
the estimation is improved iteratively using the followingEM
estimator:

hi+1

n,EM = (QH
t ΩiQt)

−1 ˜Diag(Xi
m)HYm, (16)

where i is the current iteration, ˜Diag(Xi
m)H represents the

soft estimates of transmitted symbols, given by

˜Diag(Xi
m)H =

∑

X

APPiDiag(Xm)

andΩi =
∑

X APPiDiag(Xm)T Diag(Xm)∗.
The derivation of the EM estimator is out of the scope of this
article, for further information please refer to [9].

VI. COMPARISON AND SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section we simulate the different proposed estimation
algorithms with LTE Downlink. As described in Section II,
LTE subframe is composed of 14 OFDM symbols, which
are coded together with a convolutional encoder. Out of the
14 OFDM symbols 0 to 13, pilots are inserted at OFDM
symbolsSp = {1, 4, 8, 11}. The channel impulse response
is a 6-tap rectangular channel and the time variation over
each tap is represented by the autoregressive (AR) model
hn+1(l) = γhn(l) +

√

1− γ2ν(l) where hn and ν are
Gaussian variables with the same normalized variance.γ is
calculated from Clark’s model for a carrier frequencyfc =
2.6 GHz and for a delay corresponding to one OFDM symbol
(71µs). The estimation algorithms are tested for two velocities
v = 150 km/h, andv = 300 km/h, whereγ is found to be
equal to0.9935 and0.974, respectively.

Fig. 3 presents the BER curves for the different estimation
techniques without EM iterations forv = 150 km/h. From
SNR = 15 dB, the performances of different estimators di-
verge. The linear interpolation (LI) estimator is clearly the
least efficient one. The power based channel tracking using



the nearest channel pilot estimates (NP for Nearest Power) is
slightly better than the LMMSE (LM) for an SNR lower than
24 dB. However, for higher SNR, the NP reaches some sort
of saturation and it is outperformed by the LMMSE. At 30
dB it has a BER comparable to that of LI. This saturation is
due to the fact that for higher SNR the main error factor in
the NP estimator is related to the type of modulation in use
(the modulation factorFm) and not to the channel noise level.
The EM iterations are not shown for the sake of clarity, but
they are roughly 2 dB better for SNR bigger than 20 dB.

Fig. 4 shows the BER results forv = 300 km/h. The increase
in velocity severely degrades the performance of LMMSE and
linear interpolations. The power based method performance
is degraded but not as severely as the other estimators. For
example, at iteration 1 and for SNR = 20 dB, the NP estimator
experiences a 5 dB gain compared to the LI estimator and
a gain of 2.5 dB compared to the LMMSE estimator. The
performance gain of the NP estimator in this case is even
clearer after the EM iterations, where for SNR=20 dB, NP
shows a gain of 5 dB over the LMMSE interpolator and its
performance exceeds by far that of the linear interpolator.

a) Complexity: Even though the NP method has a clear
advantage from a BER point of view in the case of high
vehicular speed, its drawback is its higher complexity. As it
was shown earlier, the interpolations method can calculateand
store in advance the interpolation weights, which results in a
linear complexityduring real time estimationO(L). The NP
method is dominated by the multiplication of large matrices
of the order(2L ×K), and by the inversion of a(2L × 2L)
matrix, making its complexity in the order ofO(L2K) asK
is typically larger thanL.
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Fig. 3. BER of the 3 estimation techniques obtained forv = 150 km/h

VII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented three techniques for the
channel estimation in LTE. We have proposed a novel method
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Fig. 4. BER of the 3 estimation techniques obtained forv = 300 km/h

for the channel tracking based on the observation of the
instantaneous power of the received OFDM symbols. Even
though this method does not assume any previous knowledge
on the channel statistics, the simulation showed that it can
outperform techniques making use of the total knowledge
of the channel autocorrelation like MMSE. An EM iterative
receiver was also implemented. This receiver improves the
estimation performance drastically for high SNR.
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